
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dara Marks, author of “The Inside Story: The 
Power of the Transformational Arc”, asks the 
question, “What can your hero do at the end of the 
story that he wasn’t quite able to do at the 
beginning?  If you can’t answer that question, not 
much has happened in your story.” 

In the record breaking $200 million dollar weekend 
box office blockbuster, “The Avengers”, you can 
ask and answer that question.  I saw it last Friday 
with my 11 year-old grandson, Kevin.  We shared 
popcorn and drank cokes and laughed out loud at 
the funny parts, and were blown away with the best 
of them by the conflicts and action and incredible 
feats of these legendary characters.  His review?  
“About the best movie I’ve ever seen!” 

The picture has several heroes and, sure enough, 
they are able to do something at the end that they 
weren’t able to do in the beginning.  No spoiler alert 
here.  Just a note to self that character arc does 
matter even in highly explosive action films—and 
books.   

Transformation is part of the satisfaction of 
entertainment of any kind, especially when the hero  

or heroes grow into a better version of themselves.  
(Of course, there are exceptions that still make for 
a great story, i.e. Michael Corleone in “The 
Godfather”.) 

Watching a character (in a film or a book) evolve 
into another version of themselves by learning to 
overcome the impossible odds against them in the 
ordeal they face is at the heart of every good story. 

Movies such as “The Avengers” are not usually my 
genre, but I must say without embarrassment that I 
enjoyed it. 

William Goldman made a statement about writing:  
“Nobody knows anything.”  

However, if your character learns, grows and 
changes from beginning to end, you’re on pretty 
solid ground in mapping out a quality story. 

 
 

SPEED NETWORKING SOCIAL MEETING A 
SUCCESS IN MAY 

A social meeting with self-introductions all around 
for the members and guests attending was held our 
May 12 get-together at the Apple Valley Library.  
We have so many new members and faces that it 
was good to take the time to get to know each other 
a little better and be able to attach a name to the 
face. 
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 After a break where representatives were there to 
help members sign up on the new MRMS program, 
learn more about blogging, or our Readers’ Panel, 
we reconvened to a Speed Networking Session. 

Each side of the table had exactly one minute to 
pitch themselves and/or their product to the other 
side, then the roles were reversed for another one 
minute session.  At the sound of the cowbell, the 
people on the inside section stood up, took one 
step to their left, and filled that vacant chair and the 
action was on again. 

One of the conclusions drawn by Rusty Lagrange is 
that by repeating your one minute pitch over and 

over, it’s a great way to memorize it through 
practice. 

 

(Once in a while a submission reaches the Inkslinger  
that is so full of joy and happiness, the Editor would be 
hard put to not include it in it’s entirety.   This one from 
Hazel Stearns is such an offering and I’m sending it on to 
our membership hoping some of that delight will rub off 
on the membership as we wish her good luck and many 
sales as Kate faces life in Hesperia – ncw). 
 

                    SHAPING KATE 
                            by Hazel Stearns 
      
Young Kate MacCallum is motivated by insatiable 
curiosity and undaunted by rules. She wishes for 
freedom and independence. She reads books and 
body language, questions religion, hypocrisy and 
authority, learns about murder, incest and 
decapitation. When blood-curdling screams come 
from the bed next to hers, a family skeleton is 
exposed; when she's awakened by her own 
terrifying nightmares, she breaks a promise and 
reveals a horrific secret. 

 
My book is a coming-of-age story, set mostly in 
Hesperia, and is FINALLY FINALLY FINALLY 
finished and available on Amazon.com -- in soft 
cover, hard cover and Kindle -- and on 
Barnesandnoble.com where they offer the Nook 
version. 
  
I hope you'll buy, borrow, or download a copy, and 
more than anything, I hope the story makes you 
laugh!  

  
 

 
 
Please write a review for me, (as long as it's good--

send bad ones directly to me  ), and send the 
book info on to your friends--including any who live 
in other countries. That way, I'll have an 

"international book."   
  
Many, many thanks to all of you who helped me by 
reading drafts and/or supplying information and 
suggestions. It was a long process, and I really 
appreciate your help. 
  
Hazel 

 

HD CWC ASSISTANCE REQUESTED FROM 
PUERTO VALLARTA WRITERS’ CLUB 

 
(Below is the response to our south of the border 
writer friends who are having a poetry contest.  
They have requested that our Branch judge the 
entrees for them) 
 
Dear Maria Ruiz, 
 
We would be glad to help you on judging your 
poetry contest. Mary Langer Thompson will head 
up the project. (You can Google this award-winning 
poet-- we're very lucky to have her as a member.) 
Please hold onto all entrees until June 23 (your 
deadline, right?) and then send them all at once via 
email to mh_thompson@hotmail.com, and the High 
Desert Branch of the California Writers Club will 
render a decision of what our judge(s) believe to be 
the best entry for the Puerta Vallarta Writers' Club. 
 
Thanks, 
Bob Isbill 

 
 
Leo Du Lac, our Resident Gardener, has this 
hint for June: 
 
If you planted melons or cantaloupes, they might be 
rabbit eating size,  keep  them  covered with a 
screen.  If you didn't plant melons, do so now.  A 
new melon is just one bite for a bird.  Cover them 
with a screen. Use a little insect killer or the insects 
will eat the melons .  Plant everything you want to 
grow right now. This is good for your writing brain.  
If you grow something, you will always be an avid 
gardener. 
 
 

mailto:mh_thompson@hotmail.com


 

 

“HOWLING AT THE MOON” ANTHOLOGY:  
(Orders for more) 

For those new members and guests who did not 
get a chance to order our 2011 anthology, “Howling 
at the Moon”, you may do so at our June 9, 2012 
meeting. 

All orders are pre-paid, tax and shipping included,  
at our printing price which is below wholesale.  The 
total cost to those wanting to order is $10.50. 

This is a beautiful collection of prose and poetry 
from our own HD CWC members, and was a big hit 
with those who got it.  Still a great gift.   

 

 

Recent Facebook Posts………. 

Congratulations to Winnie Rueff on adding her 
Book -- "Calling Nurse Mearns" to the 
www.pitchyourwork.com website. Visit: 
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-
fictionromancememoir.html to see and hear more 
about Winnie’s Book.. 

From Mary Langer Thompson: Author Karen 
Wojcik Berner is featuring my flash fiction (1,000 
words or under) story, "The End of the Line" on her 
site this week. Go to 
karenwojcikberner.blogspot.com. Comments on her 
site or Facebook welcome. 

From Jim Elstad:  Wow! Today was an awesome 

day. I started off by visiting our Pastor (he just had 
6 by-pass procedures) and reading to him. Then I 
visited my Nutritionist and she verified that I've lost 
75.5 pounds in the past year. 
I ordered a proof copy of "Comes The Southern 
Revolution". While I was at Ft. Irwin I met over 20 
friends I haven't seen in a while. When I got home I 
checked my website and found that most of them 
had checked out my website. 

 
Then while I was in the bank I met a friend from Ft. 
Irwin who was excited about my novel; and will help 
me get a radio interview on the base radio station; 
and an article in the base newspaper. 
Not a bad day. 
Jim 

 

 

From Marilyn King (AKA Ramirez) on “The Winds 
of Grace” 

My publisher said my book will be available on 
Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Christian Book 
stores. She said that sometimes it takes a few days 
for it to get through their system. So it should be 
there soon. E-books take a little longer. Keep 
looking for it. Thanks everybody. I'm just as anxious 
as you are to see my book at the bookstores. Like 
and share this post to help me get it out there! 
Thanks for all the kind remarks too. 

Congratulations to Michael Raff on adding his 

Book -- "Special" to the www.pitchyourwork.com 
website. Visit: http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-
fictionromancememoir.html to see and hear more 
about Michael's Book. 

Remember to go to www.facebook/California 
writers club high desert branch and Like us! 

Then there is the news that M.M . Gornell’s  latest 
book,  Lies of Convenience is available now from  
Amazon and B & N among other sites. 

 What a productive month this has been for 
HDCWC members! 

 

        BLOGGING WITH ANGIE HORN 

Want to write? Write about the High Desert, and 
submit your article to High Desert Blogging. It’s a 
blog for writers, bloggers, and entrepreneurs. If you 
are either one of these, which of the following 
categories fit your niche or genre? 

1.     Writing/blogging about High Desert 
people, events, places, things to do  

2.     Products specifically for the High 

Desert  

3.     Landscaping/Gardening  

4.     Photography  

5.     Book reviews  

 

http://www.pitchyourwork.com/
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-fictionromancememoir.html
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-fictionromancememoir.html
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-fictionromancememoir.html
http://www.pitchyourwork.com/non-fictionromancememoir.html
http://www.facebook/California


 

6.     Poetry  

7.     Short stories  

8.     Marketing in the High Desert  

9.     Churches in the High Desert  

10.  Meetup.com  

11.  Networking  

12.  Other  

The list of twelve topics above are certainly not the 
only ones we write about on this blog. Write 250-
500 words. Comment on one of our articles. 
Subscribe to our RSS feed. Contact us about your 
article or short story. A fantastic writers’ group is 
held monthly in Apple Valley and is growing fast. 
Critique groups are available within this group. I 
recommend the critique groups for anyone 
interested in learning writing. What I like about the 
critique groups is the objective comments that help 
writers to improve their writing. No matter how long 
a writer has been writing, one always needs a 
critique group and editing Blog. Blogs. Blogging. 
Yes, they all refer to writing. If you are a blogger 
who blogs on your blog, then you need to be 
blogging all the time. When you do that, you are 
writing. Come blog with us. Free blogging and blog 
network opportunities are available. Entrepreneurs, 
we want to include you in this, too. I asked an 
entrepreneur friend down the hill this week how her 
business is going. “So-so” was the answer. She 
needs more people to find out about her product. I 
asked her if she blogs. Laughing, she replied, “I 
barely have enough time as it is.” I told her about 
our blog network opportunity to get the word out 
about products and services of entrepreneurs. 
“Let’s go to lunch one day. I want to hear more 
about that,” she said. My friend doesn’t own a blog 
but is receptive to someone blogging for her. 
Entrepreneurs are busy. That’s where we come in. 
We blog on our network, teach newbies how to set 
up blogs, and we blog for entrepreneurs. 

 Let the High Desert know about your business 
products and services today. Come blog with us. 

 

 

            
                  
 
                 OPEN CALL TO WRITERS 

  
     The American Association of University Women 
is presenting an art show held at the beautiful  
Aspen Clubhouse in Sun City in Apple Valley.  All 
writers are invited to submit an application to have 
a site to sell their book or books and partiicpate in 
this year's show 
.   
     The show dates are October 6 and 7th and the 
price is $45.00 with 10% commission on all sales. 
 
     Please call Nancy Mitchell at 760-240-5036 or 
Evelyn Blocker  at 760-247-9700. if you are 
interested. 
 
An application is available as a fill-in and printable 
form at www.aauw-victorvalley.com/assets/art 
Show_application_2012pdf.  
 

 
  
 

DESERT GOLD ANTHOLOGY OUTREACH 
PROGRAM 

In May of 2011, the Bureau of Prisons’ Assistant 
Supervisor of Education contacted the HD CWC to 
inquire about our coming out to the Federal 
Correction Complex in Victorville to provide writing 
workshops for selected prisoners. 

Four volunteers met with the educational contacts 
and seven inmates in the prison library on June 8, 
2011 and we interviewed each other in an effort to 
discern if their expectations and what we could 
provide would work. 

The four of us concluded that this was a positive 
experience, and we left with willingness and  
determination to commit to a six-month program to 
explore this interesting challenge. 

In November, we began what ended up being 
thirteen visits with our group of about twenty-five 
selected inmates.  We began with a loose 
curriculum “playing it by ear” until we got a sense of 
what they most needed to learn and what we could 
offer.  We drew on our own  members who shared 
their talents including Dwight Norris, Mary Langer 
Thompson, Rusty Lagrange, Mary D. Scott, 
Roberta Smith, and Bob Isbill. 

 

http://www.aauw-victorvalley.com/assets/art


 

We invited past speakers and new sources of 
knowledge including “The Advocate” series author, 
Teresa Burrell and Martin Lastrapes, whose first 
novel, “Inside the Outside”, won first place award in 
the 2012 Paris Book Festival.  We concluded our 
program with a three hour workshop conducted by 
Nina Amir about looking inside for the stories worth 
telling.  This final event was supported by the Poets 
& Writers, Inc. with a grant that they received from 
the James Irvine Foundation. 

For the sessions with Lastrapes and Amir, we 
expanded the invitation to other interested inmates 
and respectively eighty-five and seventy-one 
inmates attended and benefited from those 
seminars. 

The work products of some of these prisoners so 
impressed our group of volunteers that we felt we 
should go through whatever channels we needed to 
in order to somehow showcase their work.  

So we approached our co-editors of the 2012 HD 
CWC anthology, “Desert Gold”, and the HD CWC 
Board of Directors to discuss the possibility of some 
of these works being included in a special section 
of our anthology as an example of the Branch’s 
Outreach Programs. 

This was met with enthusiasm, and the next step 
was to get approval from the prison do such a 
thing. The request was approved by the prison and 
it has consented to inmates in our program 
submitting some of their work. 

Upon review and (as always) final approval of our 
co-editors, it is our hope and expectation that we 
will be able to publish some of the very excellent 
examples of prose and poetry that these members 
of the I.A.G. have submitted.  (The men in our 
workshops have called themselves the 
“Incarcerated Authors’Group”, or I.A.G.) 

Alan Watt, author of “The 90 Day Novel”, has said, 
“The desire to write is very closely aligned with the 
desire to evolve; that is, to learn, grow and 
change.” 

We hope that one of the end results of this 
inclusion in our Desert Gold anthology will be to 
have writers and readers connect with one another 
in recognition of mutual humanity through the 
incredible power of the craft of writing. 

 

 

 

      

Saturday and Sunday, April 28 and 29, 2012 were 
loaded with information for those attending the two-
day workshops at the Apple Valley Chamber of 
Commerce featuring Nina Amir, member of the 
South Bay CWC, and editor, blogger, coach and 
author of “How To Blog A Book”.   

Amir taught “Evaluating Your Book For Success” on 
Saturday, and “How To Write A Short Book Really 
Fast” on Sunday.  Dinner with Nina Amir was 
enjoyed after the workshops at the Olive Garden 
and Applebee’s over the weekend.  Nina also 
conducted private sessions at discount rates. 

On Monday, she and HD CWC President Bob Isbill 
went to the Federal Corrections Complex where 
she gave a 3-hour workshop which was supported 
by the Poets & Writers, Inc. through a grant given 
to them by the James Irvine Foundation. 

The event included a handout with a life chronology 
to discover an important event in your life and how 
to tell about that incident in a meaningful manner by 
layering the simple telling with four aspects of 
developing your story.  The handout was called, 
“Everyone Has a Torah”. 

The inmates were given time to work on those 
aspects, and asked to share the results.  I had one 
man tell me that this really helped him in his novel 
that he is polishing in a rewrite, and another told me 
that our club had “really outdone themselves” with 
this presentation.  The satisfaction level of this 
workshop was very, very high. 

The High Desert Branch of the CWC thanks Nina 
Amir for her working weekend in Southern 
California and we hope she’ll return to visit our 
Branch in the near future. 

 

 

 
NINA AMIR 
WORKSHOP 
 
       By 
   Bob Isbill  
IsbillZIIsbill…
. 
 
BOB ISBILL 



                          
 
 

MEET THE AUTHORS  AT OUR NEXT HD CWC MEETING 

The High Desert Branch of the California Writers Club will hold a “Meet the Authors” Day on 
Saturday, June 9, 2012 at the Apple Valley Library from 10 a.m. to noon. 

Mary D. Scott, author of “How To Market Your Book” and “Spirit Driven Events” will host and 
coordinate over a dozen of the published author members of the local Branch, who will do short talks 
about their books. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BAD GOLF 
by 

Denny Stanz 
 

A friend of mine told me this story. I have embellished it. Enjoy. 

 
 “Last month, I played 8 rounds of golf here at Silver Lakes Country Club. My combined score for those 
8 rounds was 808 ! That’s a lot of strokes. But hey, the good news is I have forgotten most of them, but there 
were a few shots, man were they beauties ! In case the word has not yet circulated thru your golf friends, let 
me give you just one example of what you missed. 
 
 I am playing the 8th hole on the South Course, a 520 yard par 5 from the white tees. My tee shot goes 
into the water on the left, my 3rd shot goes out of bounds, my 5th shot hits a roof of a house and bounces back 
into the rough, my 6th shot goes over the green and hides behind a tree, and my seventh shot is a screamer 
into the right side bunker. BUT, my eighth shot – and who is counting, by the way – is the most miraculous shot 
of my career. The ball is embedded in the sand, under the front lip of the bunker. This is an impossible shot. 
Tiger or Phil, on their best day, cannot execute this shot. No-one can get this ball out of the bunker and on to 
the green. I grab my lob wedge, right foot placed deep in the sand, left leg uncomfortably propped up on the 
fringe, and with all the force my 240 pound body can muster, I slam that club into the sand and pop the ball 
straight up into the air. With a light breeze at my back and divine intervention from above, my ball floats gently 
toward the flagpole. It barely skims the flag, brushes the top of the flagstick, and falls with direct purpose 
toward the hole beneath. With all the precision necessary to execute such a shot, the ball finds itself snuggled 
safely in the hole, protected by the flagstick and a smiling Lord above.  
 
 That night, I make love to my wife and sleep like a baby !!” 
 

 
                                                                     

CHURCHILL, TOWN ON THE TUNDRA 
by 

Inge Stotz 
 

     A train ride on permafrost from Winnipeg brought us to Churchill, Manitoba, also known as the Polar Bear 
Capital of the World.  September is still early for polar bears, but there was a mother bear with cubs we were 
kept away from, because they were very hungry.  There had been very little for them to feed on during the 
summer. We did see Beluga Whales and their calves. They are birthing in Hudson Bay and use the bay as a 
nursery. The fresh water they need is the Churchill River, which flows into Hudson Bay. Whale watching there 
is exciting, because they are not very shy.   
     
 

Elections for HD CWC Officers will also take place at the June meeting. 
 

At present, the Nominating Committee is offering the following 
candidates for election: 

President:  Freddi Gold; V-P: Roberta Smith; Secretary: Anita Holmes; 
Treasurer: Jenny Margotta 

 
Further nominations may be made from the floor prior to the elections. 



 
 
 The colors on the Tundra were beautiful, muted autumn shades. The plants are very small—I’d call them 
bellyflowers—to really see the flowers you’d have to lie on your belly.  Lichens and mosses are also  
groundcover. The terrain is very rocky and gravelly, not much soil for things to grow on. The bushes with 
berries are also very low to the ground. 
         Main Street in Churchill is only a few blocks long, the town is small. Its Museum is beautiful, a mounted 
polar bear created much interest. They also have a musk ox. Their collection of native art by the Inuit is good.  
We had an excellent Roast Caribou dinner at the restaurant. Overnight accommodations at the hotel were 
basic and very clean.  
         Our biggest interest was polar bears, of course. They start congregating in October for fishing and 
mating. That’s when the ice on Hudson Bay forms. We were a bit too early, the nights were cold though, near 
freezing.  But we did see the Polar Bear Jail, the Research Station, and looked at the Buggies, like big white 
school buses on very big tires—I think 6 or more feet in diameter—and the buggies were encased in steel bars 
on the outside.  We did not get to ride in one—because there were no bears—except the mother bear with her 
two cubs far away.  
         For history buffs there is quite a bit in Churchill. The Prince of Wales Fort at the mouth of the Churchill 
River was built in the 18th century on Permafrost, it is slowly crumbling. There seems to have been a war with 
the French in that century.  
         Also several small monuments tell of local history and explorers. For people into sports there are  
water sports: kayaking, sailing, and fishing.  Other things to do are bird watching and hiking. 
     The best thing about Churchill is the Northern Lights.  We saw them already at night on the train ride up to 
Churchill, but in Churchill they are spectacular, you have the whole sky to see them, the colors, the 
movements—the drapes and sheets. Because the town is so small and has few lights you can star gaze here 
as nowhere else.  That alone is worth the trip to Churchill—the sky so close, the Milky Way so bright, and best 
of all, the Northern Lights. 

 

WE RIDE OFF INTO THE SUNSET…. 

and, after all of these months, we wind up with a single column format, again.  The “call” didn’t go out at the 
May meeting for Pantry replacements, I understand, so of course, hardly anyone submitted work for the June 
Inkslinger.  Isn’t that human nature?  Met a lot of that, (human nature) during this time with the newsletter – 

and always there for me and the IS were the  totally reliable folk like Fran Savage who wrote the follow-up 
story to each month’s  program with little  more than a smile or a nod of her head to let me know it could be 
expected in good time, and it was there.   Bubbling, kind, fun people like Diane Neil who would pull the poetry 
out of her files for inclusion in the Inkslinger  and seemingly never pause in her writing. Then there’s Anthony R 

Enriquez whose adeptness with the camera is growing and who is the epitome of patience as he goes about 
looking for “shots” – to these, among many others, I owe a true debt of gratitude for their kindness and support. 

I would be lying if I said these last three years of editing the Inkslinger  were sheer pleasure – they have not 
been. But, I’ve learned a lot that I wouldn’t now know had I not taken the plunge.  I’m not sure that the 
knowledge is all that valuable, but over all, it seems to have been worth the monthly battle.  There have been 
some great instances, outstanding guests,  and kind comments from those who seemingly appreciate the 
result that created the “peaks” to counter the “valleys”.  There is so much talent in this Branch – and each 
submission was an exploration into the minds and hearts of our members – what a trip!  And to each of you 
who submitted your work to the Inkslinger, I thank you for your individual offerings over the past three plus 
years.   

So, now, “it’s time to say ‘good bye” (do we hear Sarah Bingham’s lovely voice in the background?) and thanks 
to each of you.  Keep writing and may you each “publish and prosper”.                                                                

And that’s “30” for this issue  -  and this Editor.        ncw 
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Want to advertise in the July, August, 
and September 2012 issues of the 

Inkslinger? 
 

Submit your business card along with 
$10 to Roberta Smith by  

June 9, 2012.  
 

You may give them to her at the 
HDCWC club meeting or mail to: 

 
HD CWC 

20258 Hwy 18 Ste 430-PMB 281 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 

 
If you have questions, contact Roberta 

at cwrlsmith@verizon.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

     


